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You'll need 2 squares for each ear. One of your 

corn color and one of the shuck color. You can use 

any size or type of square loom to weave these. 

The instructions are using the 4" Multi loom as an 

example but they are all made the same way.  

1. Weave your two squares. Fold your corn square 

in half and sew up the side. 

 

2. Run a gather stitch though the picots on one 

end, pull tightly and tie off. 

 

3.  Stuff your ear of corn firmly but leave a little 

space at the top. 

 

4. Pinch your shuck square in the center and fold or 

wad into a bunch. Using the matching yarn,  take a 

few stitches though the 'stem' of this bunch to hold 

it in place. 

 

5. Wrap your yarn around the stem to draw it up. 

Knot. Run a gather stitch around the top opening, 

insert the stem into this opening and pull the 

gather stitch tight around the stem!  Knot. Sew 

back and forth through the shuck and the top edge 

of the corn to secure it in place. 



 

6. Your corn is complete. Find creative ways to use 

these little ears. On a harvest Wreath, or perhaps a 

center piece for your table. I made one with a 

shorter top using the 2" square and one using the 

4" square. You can also use a textured stitch for 

leaf or corn. Usually using a mulit-colored yarn for 

the corn works fine with a plain stitch.  A plain 

color might look nice with a simple all over 

textured stitch.   

   

These two ears were woven on the 7" Quilt weaver 

square. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

These two little ears were woven in the =2" Multi 

loom, one as usual for that loom and one was 

woven diagonal, like the quilt weavers. There is 

also two different types of shucks on them. One is 

a folded 2" square and the other a tassel of green 

yarns. 

 

While you're at it you may as well weave a Punkin' 

To go with them! 

 

 


